Federation 2.0 Working Group Meeting Notes

Fed2 WG Google folder: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PImB85xOftP9tNwSsxamo7oR6mqm7Nxo?usp=sharing

Meeting https://internet2.zoom.us/j/8853848902?pwd=ZzNtZS80QUcrVkF6V3lWTXE2VFd9

time: https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?msg=REFEDS+Federation+2.0+Conference+Call+%28every+two+weeks%29&iso=20190626T11&p1=179&ah=1

Wednesday, January 26, 2022

Attending: Judith B, David W, Tom B, Alan B, Craig L, Laura P, Dedra C

Regrets:

Agenda:

1. Review latest, potentially final, edits to the report.
   a. Go/no-go to send to the REFEDS Steering Committee?
2. Last steps:
   a. Review the consultation worksheet. Any actions remaining?.
   b. Record Consultation responses on the Consultation wiki page
   c. Publication logistics
   d. Outreach-y things: Promotion, communication, blogs, cover letter
   e. Retiring this working group
   f. Else?
3. AOB

WG approved the final form of the report!

Tom will finish changing links to refs in the appendices. Judith or Tom will populate the Consultation worksheet with the draft language in the consultation worksheet.

Publication logistics: Create DOI, ORCIDs for authors (Tom to do). Use Zenodo. Laura will produce a nice-looking form in pdf, using “tools”. Judith and Tom will provide this form to the REFEDS SC.

Outreach-y things:
   ● Propose TechEX presentation of some form.
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- IAM Online webinar - Tom write Netta (?) about it
- Write to lists: FIM4R, FIM4L
- Blog posts.
  - Coordinate with Heather to put blog posts up on REFEDS
  - Tom, Chris, and Lucas invited to write book-end blogs?
  - Craig will think about where his blog post (Craig's perspective) might appear
- Judith and Tom write to Klaas and Kevin to suggest
  - What can GEANT and Internet2 do in response?
  - Might this report provide something for the Global NREN Group?
- Dedra will look for opportunity to share with HE folks at Microsoft
- In lieu of a cover letter, review Fed2 WG wiki page for appropriate context on the report.
  Perhaps some component of the Executive Summary.

We'll adjourn until March 2, 2022, after the next Steering Committee meeting, to take up outreach execution, provided the SC accepts the report.